
Torre Sibilla is a medieval tower placed in the Umbria-Marches Apennines. Once in ruins,
it now stands against the Gola dell’Infernaccio (Hell’s Gorge) and is a fascinating,
elegant and evocative place.

It is located in an outstanding natural cradle surrounded by the Sibilla, Queen of the
Apennines, and the Priora mountains. Both of them charming and evocative, the former has
always been related to lively magical stories and legends, the latter – a mountain sleeping in
the middle of its forests – is a place of worship and prayer characterized by several
sanctuaries, hermitages, and cloisters.
The current owners came across Torre Sibilla about two decades ago.
It was in a dignified but deteriorated state, completely abandoned, bound by moss,
lichens, thorns, and shrouded in mystery. It was a sudden, strong, intense and
emotional love. Since the very beginning, they decided to restore it to its original beauty
and grandeur: no more as a strategic post, but as a haven for mind and body, a place to
“find oneself” and meditate, …to “find oneself” and meet up with friends.

The Tower has acquired a new beauty, it is the centre of a system of trails, which is going to
be the focus of “SIBILLARTE”, a project dealing with the creation of 2,5 km of natural
tracks and historic untouched areas
with an artistic accent.
Beautiful landscape, interior elegance and comfort, and the traditional welcome make
Torre Sibilla the ideal place to discover the Marche Region.

THE APARTMENTS:

LA SIBILLA: over three floors, with kitchen area, dining room, panoramic terrace on the
first floor, 1 single bedroom and 1 double bedroom (with French bed) with bathroom on
the second floor and 1 double bedroom with private bathroom on the third floor. It
accommodates 5 people.

The dining room with a fully equipped kitchen placed behind a sliding door, looks onto a
terrace where it is possible to enjoy the sun and a breathtaking landscape view of the Gola
dell’Infernaccio and the small hilltop villages on the surrounding mountains. On the second
floor there are: a single bedroom, a double bedroom and a bathroom, while on the third
floor there is another double bedroom and a bathroom with whirlpool tub. The landscape
reaches every corner of this apartment through the windows, the small openings and even
through a dome – surprisingly placed over the master bed that allows to sleep
admiring the star-spangled sky.



L’INFERNACCIO: kitchen area, dining room, 1 double bedroom + 1 double sofa-bed in the
living room and 1 bathroom. It accommodates 4 people.

Personality, elegance and attention to detail are perceivable everywhere: in the lighting, the
furniture and in the bathroom. Everywhere in this romantic apartment perfect for a
couple, the restored original architecture combines with modern design, resulting in
great comfort and refinement. The living room with rollaway kitchen area on the ground
floor leads to a lush courtyard, like a balcony into the mountain. The double bedroom and
bathroom with double access are prime examples of a skilled and creative restoration with
refined materials.

Closest Airports:

Perugia Sant’Egidio 71 Km
Ancona Falconara 74 Km
Pescara Liberi 89 km
Rimini Miramare 134 km
Roma Ciampino 142 km

Places of interest in the sorroundings (1 hour’s drive max):

Adriatic Sea, Porto San Giorgio 60 km
Ascoli Piceno, cultural & artistic town 37 km
Macerata & Arena Sferisterio, town with Opera Festival, 50 km
San Benedetto del Tronto, the first touristic town of Marche, 57 Km
Sibillini Mountains National Park & Pilato lake, 10 Km


